
From: Justin Beaupre  

Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 4:23 PM 
To: 'jacklegsjumpingup.lev@gmail.com' 

Cc: Molly Phillips 
Subject: RE: Access request for political speech § 312(a)(7) Iowa Public Television | IPTV 

 
Dear Mr. Levinson: 
 
We have received your email request, dated January 26, 2016, seeking access to the facilities of Iowa 
Public Television’s noncommercial educational television stations for an evening appearance on January 
28, 29, 30 or 31 under the reasonable access provisions of Sections 312(a)(7) of the Communications 
Act. 
 
We respectfully decline your request to appear. Iowa Public Television’s stations are categorically 
exempt from Section 312(a)(7) as noncommercial educational broadcast stations. 
 
If you have questions, please let me know. 
 
Best, 
 
Justin 
 
Justin Beaupré 
Director of Programming & Production 
Iowa Public Television 
6450 Corporate Drive 
P.O. Box 6450 
Johnston, IA 50131 
(515)725-9735 o 
justin@iptv.org 
  
For more information on programs that educate, inform, enrich, and inspire Iowans, visit www.Iptv.org 
 
 
 
  

mailto:justin@iptv.org
http://www.iptv.org/


From: Gmail [mailto:jacklegsjumpingup.lev@gmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 6:00 PM 
To: Molly Phillips 

Subject: Access request for political speech § 312(a)(7) Iowa Public Television | IPTV 

 

To Molly M. Phillips IOWA IPTV Station Management; 

  

Presidential Candidate Access Request 

Time is of the essence  

I, Michael Stephen Levinson, legally qualified candidate for United States President, 

actively seek the nomination of both political parties, to settle before Election Day, the issue who 

should be our next president. 

That I am a legally qualified candidate, legally qualified to be given or sold the airtime on 

behalf of my candidacy is well settled and bell clear. My FEC # is P00002568. I also have a 

Levinson 4 President FEC registration that will not activate until I declare $5,000 expenditure. 

My goal is to spend the very least amount of money and provide the most information. 

"Broadcasters are free to deny the sale of air time prior to the commencement of a 

campaign, but once a campaign has begun, they must give reasonable and good faith 

attention to access requests from "legally qualified" candidates for federal elective office. 

Such requests must be considered on an individualized basis, and broadcasters are 

required to tailor their responses to accommodate, as much as reasonably possible, a 

candidate's stated purpose in seeking air time." CBS INC. v. F. C. C. 453  387. 

I invite you to visit my campaign website http://michaelslevinson.com 

This electronic document is a request for access of IPTV, under 47 USC section 

312(a)(7) for prime time to deliver a speech on behalf of my campaign for U.S. president. 

The time I seek is from 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM, or 7:00—10.00 PM, Iowa time, on one of the 

following three nights: January 28, 29, 30, or 31, 2016. 

We can negotiate which evening is best for you, the broadcaster. Perhaps you, for your 

own reason, prefer January 28, 2016. Fine. I am reasonable, as is my request for access. Under 

well-settled law: you the non-commercial broadcaster must give me time. 

Let us revisit other paragraphs in the benchmark Supreme Court case: 

In CBS INC. v. F. C. C. 453 U.S. 367 (1981); 101 S. Ct. 2813 (1981) 2823, 

Supreme Court Chief Justice Burger    "Held: 

mailto:jacklegsjumpingup.lev@gmail.com
http://michaelslevinson.com/


1.)  "1. Section 312(a)(7) created an affirmative, promptly enforceable right of 

reasonable access to broadcast stations for individual candidates seeking federal 

elective office. It went beyond merely codifying prior F.C.C. policies developed under 

the public interest standard." CBS, INC. v. F.C.C. 453 U.S. 367, 376 

2.)  " . . . Section 312(a)(7) focuses on the individual 'legally qualified candidate' 

seeking air time to advocate 'his candidacy,' and guarantees him "reasonable access" 

enforceable by specific governmental sanction. Further, the sanction may be imposed 

for either "willful or repeated" failure to afford reasonable access." Id 453 U.S. 367, at 

377 

3-a.) "The legislative history confirms that Section 312(a)(7) created a right of 

access that enlarged the political broadcasting responsibilities of licensees. When the 

subject of campaign reform was taken up by Congress in 1971, three bills were 

introduced in the Senate. All three measures, while differing in approach, were, 

"intended to increase a candidate's accessibility to the media and to reduce the level 

of spending for its use." "  (Remarks of Senator Pastore). 

3-b.)  "The subsequent Report of the Senate Commerce Committee stated that one 

of the primary purposes of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 was to "give 

candidates for public office greater access to the media so that they may better 

explain their stand on the issues, and thereby more fully and completely inform the 

voters." "(Pastore) Id 453 U.S. 367, at 380 

Here is Justice Burger's citation from Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. F.C.C. 395 U.S. 367 (1969) 

390,  also, in Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. v. Democratic National Committee, 412 U.S. 

(1973), and in C.B.S. INC. v. F.C.C. 453 U.S. 367 (1981) at 395, however, Burger's C.B.S. 

citation in this benchmark access for speech case was adulterated by FBI connected clerk 

informants, as can be proven!  

Upon election I intend to straighten this outrageous matter out. Read for yourself the most 

famous Supreme Court paragraph in the 20th Century and see what FBI clerks did: 

5.)  "It is the right of viewers and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is 

paramount. It is the purpose of the 1st Amendment to preserve an uninhibited marketplace 

of ideas in which truth will ultimately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization 

of that market . . . It is the right of the public to receive suitable access to social, political, 

esthetic, moral, and other ideas and experience which is crucial here." Dead Lion 

Broadcasting Co. v. F.C.C. 395 U.S. 367 (1969) 390. (Citations omitted) 453 U.S. 367 at 

396. Dead Lion is Red Lion. Dead Lion was not a typo, rather my humorous poet rewrite. 

Justice White's most eloquent, oft quoted Red Lion paragraph culminates with "That right 

may not constitutionally be abridged either by Congress or by the F.C.C." 

 However that final line was removed by an FBI connected Supreme Court clerk 

informant. There were other paragraphs also altered by FBI clerk informants, after the Justice’ 

galleys were proofed. These people also altered the one paragraph dissent by Justice John Paul 

Stevens, who is still with us. 



Political Speech Plan 

12 minutes segments followed by 3 minutes for non-commercial PBS station 

advertising PBS 

In the first half hour I am going to lay plain the mainstay of my presidential campaign—

my intent to lead our world to world peace and food chain harmony. 

I’m the only candidate w/ such a program. 

 While I am a republican, my purpose in winning the nomination of both major parties is to 

present a united face to the world. I bring to the political table a hand lettered Television 

Scripture I characterize a Vehicle for World Peace. Every line in The Book ov Lev It A Kiss, 

[the title of my Television Scripture, c. 1971] has a delicate sensible rhyme, the “silly bulls” 

[syllables] are spelled how they sound. During my Television Scripture performance I’m going 

to run and pun through every spoken tongue. 

We are one Television Show away from World Peace. 

For the world to have world peace we need to start with a peaceful night—all the world’s 

peoples worldwide engaged in the same TV show at the same time. 

Delivering all the world’s peoples to world peace is my plan. 

As president I will be enabled to set the stage for delivering the world to Peace as my 

Television Scripture is meant to perform from dusk until dawn on all channels for all the world’s 

peoples at once—dusk until dawn as old blind Homer, with every line a delicate sensible rhyme. 

This is an original conception—from the office of U.S. President setting the stage for 

world peace and food chain harmony with words, world orders and word hors d’oeuvres— a new 

word order. 

In 1969 I was on a merchant ship 40 days and 40 nights when I was given this conception 

and the words to go with, this time to deliver the living Torah from the LAN Lord uh pin Heaven 

to all mankind at once, my Lev guarantee, during my Due Turn On Oh Me TV Show, all the 

worlds’ toes together go rah ha rah —thus the Torah.  

By the dawn I will have given your world a twelve our [hour] video trans crypt, which 

may be studied to learn from, replayed yearly until the next millennium—my inspired art from 

the heart. 

I am going to turn your television set into an art form as I tell my vision. 

This is new and original to you, but not to the United States government. The federal 

government, FBI, and FCC know all about this.  



The longest deepest domestic counter-intelligence file ever created by the government on 

an American citizen is the file the FBI and their FCC cohorts maintain on my life and times. 

In the first half hour of my campaign speech I am going to present this plan for world 

peace and show the viewers some of the prophetic pages in the Television Scripture, for example 

Nixon described leaving the White House in disgrace; V.P Spiro Agnew, a tragic hero over 

money; Governor George Wallace getting a shot in the back; the Persian Gulf War—when that 

war would happen, where the war would take place, how it would be fought, who would do the 

fighting and how it would turn out. Also the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico ; the Japanese 

Tsunami and following nuclear melt down, the actual given name of Pope John Paul I and 

thirteen pages later the description of him dying. There is more—the Global warming, and what 

to do about the global warming to curtail the warming. 

In this manner, after providing to the viewers a series of viable solutions to concerns and 

problems we all face as a nation I will establish I’m a poet prophet with words for all mankind, 

thus the reason behind seeking the nomination of both parties—besides I don’t take sides. 

  

In my 3rd 12 minutes presentation I shall state my intent on dissolving Federal 

Communications Commission on my first day as president. 

That FBI also infected FCC and beneath the radar, calls that Agency’s shots is only one 

issue! The FCC self-structured to infringe all the American peoples’ 1st Amendment rights to all 

individual’s access rights to deliver a political speech. You have never seen a political speech in 

United States without a moderator! 

All taxes on telephones, cable, cell phones, etc., shall be applied to the localities where 

taxes are collected. All FCC employees will find other jobs the next day. All legal issues shall be 

heard in Court of Appeals. 

All issues of license revocation shall also be heard in federal appellate court except for 

this request: In the event you, the broadcasters decide to shaft me out of my First Amendment 

right to mass media access to deliver a political speech, then I, upon election, on behalf of the 

cheated viewers and listeners, shall invoke Executive Order 10995 which states: “All 

communications media may be seized by the Federal Government.” 

I will see your license revoked my 1st day in office via Executive Order. Speech is our 

essence, what distinguishes US from all the other nations. Our First Amendment is the 

constitutional glue that binds our country. I do not seek your license. I seek only the exercise of 

my constitutional right. 

While broadcasters own their equipment. We the people own the airwaves. 



A political campaign without mass media is not a campaign. It is undisputed, "(f)or 

presidential and senatorial candidates, television is a necessity."  C.B.S. INC. v. F.C.C., 629 

F2d 1, (1981) at Page 18. 

Because our political speech is controlled, our politics are broken. 

Keeping Our Nation Safe 

Keeping America safe is a mantra expressed by all the candidates. I plan a 12 minutes 

segment on the issue of keeping America safe. I fully intend on dissolving Fascist Bureaucracy 

Ink and the Cash-In-Advance, in your terms, the FBI and CIA. All employees born before 1951 

shall be retired from FBI and CIA. 

The same day the two agencies, refurbished shall be melded into one, under the same 

roof, using the same database, so civil or criminal, domestic or foreign every issue shall be 

handled by the same agency: The John P. O’Neill BFI—Bureau of Federal Investigation.  Also 

included shall be an Executive Order with Act of Congress prohibiting any and all 

interference in the political affairs of the nation by the BFI Agency. Then our nation will be 

safe. 

The two segments, above, with PBS breaks shall be the 2nd half hour. 

Within 60 minutes, segmented with ad breaks, as above shall be my plan to control and 

end the nationwide, growing Heroin epidemic. 

Every day we add a thousand freshly addicted people to the rolls of heroin addicts. I have 

included my essay on this issue I first wrote in 1971. 

My heroin epidemic solution will be one segmented half hour. I have also included, for a 

second half-hour, my specific plan on how we, the American people are going to defeat ISIL 

ISIS in 90 days. I have included that essay, too originally written down in 2006 as Exit Strategy 

out of Iraq. 

One station may seek to honor my request on Monday, January 28, 2016 another station 

may prefer January 29, 2016, a 3rd station January 30, 2016. Two stations are liable to combine 

to air my political speech together. Good. We could make television history with a simulcast. 

Get back to me, as I am challenging most of the other candidates to one-on-one debates, so 

the more evenings I secure to speak to the American people the better. I am challenging Senator 

Bernie Sanders to 16 separate debates, and other candidates to at least a pair of debates each. 

I want to debate them – get to know them. I am looking for a cabinet. 

I am willing to devote an additional hour from 9:00 PM to 10:00 PM to no holds barred Q. 

and A. from local press that you, the broadcaster(s) may invite. 



This access request has been filed with TV broadcast stations in Iowa and New 

Hampshire. Excluding Iowa’s ethanol production, which I intend on replacing with a much better 

idea, creating way more jobs and money for Iowa, the issues from one state to another, and all 

the states are the same: 

 A few more issues: The commercial broadcaster must either give the time or sell the time. 

In the event the commercial station sells, I, the candidate am entitled to the lowest unit rate 

besides the 15% ad discount.  

In that event I want commercial broadcasters to fill the ad slots with your customers, as I 

include the following advertiser freebee at the speech conclusion: 

“I [we] are not in favor of this candidate, or opposed to this candidate. I [we] are in favor 

of any candidate to come before us and state their case for nomination or election so by their 

words we can judge the contents of their character and by their ideas and plans the quality of 

their leadership. 

I’m so-in-so the advertiser and I approve this 1st Amendment right.” 

Or 

I am the PBS station manager and I approve this 1st Amendment right. 

Better for you, the broadcaster to give the time to the candidate and charge your favored 

advertisers the going rate as the whole state is going to be tuned in. I will provide a gripping 

promotional announcement. 

When the Congress passed section 312(a)(7) they ordered FCC to promulgate rules to 

enforce the law. Back then scarcity of bandwidth was an issue as there were only three channels 

and PBS on set top rabbit ears.  

One promulgation was the ten state rule. To be qualified for nationwide you had to be 

legally qualified in ten states. 

This is a two state request, not nationwide. Regardless, when the campaigning begins 

before the ballots open the ten state rule is inapplicable for that election. Substantial Showing 

was promulgated to protect the genuine candidate from the fake publicity seeker. As a write-in, 

in 1980 I crossed that threshold. 

Time is of the essence 

What follows are the two essay one on Heroin Epidemic, the other Exit Strategy Out of 

Iraq. 



The following has gone to every newspaper in New Hampshire, and as of last week, every 

newspaper in Iowa. I have filed an access request with every TV station in Iowa and I want 

newspapers to participate in my televised live speech. 

 Enclosed find my plan to end heroin addiction for 99% of all USA users within three years; my 

intent is to present this on Channel 9, in New Hampshire, and a separate speech, on TV in 

Iowa— your newspaper’s potential ad involvement in Iowa is here, along with my response to 

an NBC V.P., relative to equal time with Donald Trump on Saturday Night Live, which is a 

separate HUGE story, for your information, though you could report about my equal time 

request, and finally my Exit Strategy Out of Iraq, which is the program to defeat ISIL ISIS in 

90 days. I’m the only candidate for president with these programs. http://michaelslevinson.com 

 ENDING HEROIN ADDICTION IN USA—NEW HAMPSHIRE & IOWA FIRST 

 I am a candidate for president. Heroin addiction is all over America, a national epidemic, not 

just in New Hampshire. What follows is my solution, originally written down in 1971, and in 

my view, both the nation’s and New Hampshire’s solution. Upon election to our presidency I’m 

going to save all the addicts who die from self-injections and close out 99% of all heroin 

addiction in USA, in New Hampshire and Iowa to start, then nationwide. 

 Step 1. Locate an empty storefront. Dress the windows with photographs of Lenny Bruce, Janis 

Joplin, and Jimmy Hendricks. Install “No Exit.” above the door: “C’mon in, roll up yer sleeve, 

get what you need — dollar a shot.” 

Most heroin-associated home robberies will cease a few days after we begin our heroin program. 

Today, someone works two jobs, lives in a neighborhood where insurance is pricey, saves up for 

a flat panel TV only to have a dope addict break in and steal his new TV set the next day. Heroin 

maintenance means billions of private dollars will be saved. 

My government controlled dollar-a-shot heroin approach will net $100,000 the first day in NYC. 

Junk trafficking will slow to a crawl. The Afghanistan Columbian / Mexican Cartel connections 

may even disconnect. Junkies who pay $10 for a bag in the street will gladly pay $1 for 

government tested pure, and this won’t be a crime! Our heroin program is going to pay its own 

way, saving U.S. taxpayers plenty billions of dollars. 

We don’t need a government bureaucracy to end heroin addiction—the opposite. 

X-junkies in our program shall be qualified to work, rehabilitating the other users, 

showing the way-how to stay clean! 

The drug companies will be out in full force, opposed to my plan, but this issue is up to honest 

doctors whether to prescribe access to our program for those of their patients with chronic pain. 

Heroin direct from opium is a way better, much more effective pain relief than pharmaceutical 

created imitations. We aren’t turning heroin into a totally legal drug, available to all, 

uncontrolled, but any registered user may visit a No Exit H–Stop & Go. 

http://michaelslevinson.com/


President Nixon declared the war on drugs and wanted to spend $750 million taxpayer’s dollars 

trying to stamp out the drug problem. Nixon's war became a fifty-year failure. 

Nixon founded our industrial jail bureaucracy. Bureaucracies get their money—our money—

from heroin. Theirs is also a vested interest in keeping drugs illegal, and people locked up. Yet 

lives are at stake. Afghan heroin is so plentiful, super cheap and strong, people are overdosing 

and dying every day. 

How does my program work? First you admit to being a user and are certified by your needle 

tracks’ record. Then you obtain your heroin addict Master Card with a special chip showing your 

image, name, etc. You are qualified for your fix—as much as you want whenever the need arises. 

Someone who steals your card will be locked up for 24 hours. 

You are entitled to your smack forever. Insert your card in our trusty ATM — vroom—we track 

the number of junkies we have, how much heroin they’re using and how often. A trained 

phlebotomist administers. An ex-junkie helps the phlebotomist find a vein. 

Junkies have a needle fetish. Many of the users are susceptible, unhappy people. Multiple causes 

contribute to their addiction, beginning with personal family issues, the world situation, their 

slummy local environment, and the Man. The man is the policeman out on the beat, protecting 

his street informant, who is the pusher man.  

Regardless your situation, you can panhandle a dollar. Immediately the up and down merry go 

round is over. You are freed from the need to whore, rob, mug, steal and or deal with police 

seeking street informants, or having to beg your pusher for a bag in advance. 

You, firmly addicted are off the street— inside with people who have been through what you are 

going through —then junkies can clean up their act without government rehab. 

Suppose that you and your significant other are junkies. Together you did 1000 and 800 hits of 

“stuff” before you rehabilitated yourselves. You both hold min-wage jobs that didn't require a 

background check. 

A better employment opportunity comes along. You need new clothes for the gig. For years you 

both whored, robbed, stole, etc., feeding your habits. You have total $1800 invested in 

the Junkies' Eye Deal Credit Union. You can draw against the heroin you shot up to go get 

new outfits for your job. Of course you pay Junkies’ Credit Union back, and that’s good, too. 

You reestablish credit and with sealed records, fully get back in the stream of American life. 

My private program fights fire with fire — costs taxpayers nothing, and does not create a 

"permissive society," as anyone who wants to can easily score a bag of heroin today or on any 

given day in any city and town throughout America.   



I tested this Junkies’ Eye Deal Credit Union program idea on John Otto’s right wing radio, in 

1971, in Buffalo, NY. People called in. "How do we get this program in the government? How 

do we get you syndicated in the newspapers?" 

I saw candidate H. Clinton on TV in New Hampshire waxing euphoric about 'treatment.' 

Regardless of party, all the candidates are favoring treatment. The Donald spoke of clinics. 

H. Clinton puts the yearly cost of her heroin program at ten billion taxpayer dollars. 

With H. Clinton, a fresh bureaucracy is to be born—jobs for her campaign bureaucrats. Heroin 

will still be available in the street. Police will still be on the take from major distributors. Future 

clients will still get arrested. Drug courts will sentence small timers to government rehab, 

including food stamps, rent subsidies and more, enhancing users to either get caught, or turn 

themselves in. 

Bureaucracies do not die of old age. They feed on themselves and multiply. Bureaucrats keep 

statistics to ratify their bureaucracies. In New Hampshire instead of junkies dying every day the 

new stat will be one dead junkie only every other day. President H. will claim a 50% 

improvement. 

Excepting US, every civilized country deals with their heroin user undercurrent as a no crime 

medical condition. The secret to a crime free country: eliminate drug prohibitions. All alcohol 

prohibition did was establish mafia crime families. 

Those against changing these laws are making money on the status quo. All around you young 

people, some, your neighbors are dying. The drug war needs to be over. You lost. 

You imagine heroin a terrible drug to be stamped out, but you have yet to stamp it out and you 

won’t. There have always been, for centuries, two or three percent of the world population who 

rely on, some say abuse some form of drug to get through their day. So let them! As it is written 

in The Book ov Lev It A Kiss, my hand lettered double column Television Scripture: 

“In Samarian lands 

They brewed ther beer 

Fir six days in then 

They drank it in rest id.”     c.1971 

Iowa and New Hampshire should lead the nation in more than the first caucus and primary 

ballot. A write-in vote for Levinson (me) sets the stage to end our drug wars and save lives, 

whilst I lead the way to world peace with my Television Scripture to perform world wide, like 

old blind Homer, dusk until dawn on all channels for all the worlds’ peoples at once, the world 

peace mainstay of my platform. 



I am submitting this potential Op-Ed to every newspaper in Iowa and New Hampshire. I live on 

$733 per month, far below the poverty line. I want all of the papers in each state to communicate 

with each other, edit and publish the essay; and remunerate me accordingly, or edit the essay as 

press release news and run with it anyway. Free. I’m also applying to Channel 9 in New 

Hampshire and all the broadcast stations in Iowa for a two-hour block of prime time for my 

political speech—to focus on this heroin issue. 

I have not upgraded this Exit Strategy essay to focus on ISIL ISIS. This in its original form is to 

show I am a prophetic writer. 

Exit Strategy Out of Iraq 

Newspaper Editors: Please NOTE this essay, written years ago, is much longer. After the 

opening paragraphs I skipped to focus on my plan that will end ISIS ISIL Relative to defeating 

ISIS ISIL in 90 days: whomever owns the roads wins. 

"I’m the “nota” candidate for US president, yet to break a sweat from way in the back, but ahead 

of the pack. In every voter survey I get the most votes. Nota is the acronym for ‘none of the 

above.’ I expect to win hands down, that guaranteed upon the nomination of both major 

parties.  I bring to the table a prophetic work of art, for all mankind, given to your poet prophet 

on a ship, 40 days and 40 nights, in 1969, which is a very good reason indeed for both parties to 

nominate me. 

 During that trip, on an ocean going merchant ship, with the whole crew for witness, the LAN 

Lord uh pin Heaven revealed his word unto my mind, within His every line a delicate sensible 

rhyme, similar to what happened to Dante, when the poet was inspired with the Divine Comedy, 

and Moses the Teacher, keyed with the words for Five Books. 

Is it the media’s job, a task for the 4th Estate to hunt down the crew still living; find what they 

recall, as though yesterday, 38 years later. 

People like us, with our experience, only come around once every couple thousand years, at 

most. G-d inspires when His world requires. Be assured the end of His favorite planet isn’t 

coming for 185,000 years. 

I bring to the water table a new word order, a ‘mull tie ling well’ Television Scripture, words, 

world orders, and word hors d’oeuvres, written down to be performed on worldwide television, 

from dusk until dawn, for all the world’s peoples to participate in all at once: nothing less 

nothing more. In this, our land of the free and home to the brave I seek to speak my Peace: a new 

word order. Words. 

The other candidates for president don’t have words for all mankind. 



Nor do they have an exit strategy to take us out of Iraq, with honor, leaving the Iraqi people our 

firm ally, as will be shown rye cheer! Regardless whom you elect, or assassinate, what appears 

on this page is the only way out of Iraq, with your kids in uniform intact. 

Do you want world peace? Then you give these words their benefit. 

* * * * * * 

We should either refocus our presence in Iraq on democracy and commerce for their own sakes, 

or immediately pull up stakes! Anyone wearing an American uniform in Iraq is a death squad 

target. 

Liken Iraq’s interim constitution to our own Articles of Confederation. Iraq needs a constitution 

that will last. They do not have one yet. Ours should be their base, word for word. We are the 

youngest nation on the planet, with the oldest standing government. Our constitution and Bill of 

Rights should be translated, and the Iraqis challenged to read it. 

The Iraqi people might embrace our tried and tested method where everyone’s rights are 

protected and all religions are equal under the rule of law! Our own Constitution, in place, could 

bring about closure to the Iraqis’ internecine fighting, leaving only Saddam’s Baathists, and al 

Qaeda’s sponsored terrorists for their own soldiers to deal with. 

We should be going over our constitution for the Iraqis line by line on television all day long; 

I’m ready to do it, and in their newspapers, too, so Iraq’s people adapt our constitution as their 

own. Unless we win the peace, the war was a complete waste, and all of our kids will have died 

in vain, but to win we need to innovate, beyond our constitution, with thousands more of our 

own people doing their part in Iraq than are presently there. 

Those going over should be civilians, not soldiers in uniform. It’s time the American people are 

embedded with the Iraqis, key to our success. We need to deliver our constitution to every 

village, pass out translated copies with a hand shake, and help establish actual democracy in Iraq 

from the bottom up, which is the way democracy has always started up, contrary to Bush’s top 

down above us style of doing business, and to do it right, to win, we need the right truck. 

In order to leave victorious we must supplement our troops with 40,000 citizen ambassadors. 

President Bush must immediately order an independent retrofitting of ten thousand off road 

trucks that today gather dust at our dealerships, with volunteer ambassadors from every state 

aboard with them in forty vehicle teams. Christen our trucks, The Scorpion Brigades, with 

license plates from every state, and Onstar hooked up, so we are there, too. F-150’s, Sierras, and 

Silverados are made for the job. I can hear the announcer proclaiming, “like Iraq!” 

In my administration this dangerous civilian volunteer mission will pay minimum $28 an hour 

with double time for overtime, including life insurance paid by Uncle Sam. The president must 

instruct our potential citizen ambassadors to go to their favorite dealership and register for 

emergency service. His refusal is reason to immediately begin removing him. Required you 



bring your own assault rifles with cases of ammo, too; and not be afraid to pull the trigger with a 

person in the crosshairs, or you can’t make the trip. In Iraq kill al Qaeda or be killed. 

The “I” in the acronym IED, preceding the “E” that stands for Explosive and “D” for Device 

stands for Innovative! But we, the American people are the innovators, certainly not our military 

bureaucracy. 

Commonest of sense, American ingenuity, dictates our menu for gorilla war-mien retrofit 

embedding: completely coat trucks desert cream, especially the chrome; uniformly splotch beige; 

rig grills with cast iron shields to protect motors, also splotch; beef suspensions; enlarge gas 

tanks; Add Mobile One to crank with charcoal dip filters of air conditioning. Dashboard 

compasses are a must. Reupholster camper tops, using mix of Kevlar and Dragon Skin, same 

stuff in door panels. Plate the truck undersides and doors with welded iron from junkyards. 

Include the best dash-bracketed 40 band CB’s and most importantly, high powered binoculars, 

with police radar guns, too, distance calibrated, so when our Scorpion Brigades dash around the 

desert floor in forty-tooth combs we mean any suspicious Iraqi rolling, or Jihads going to Yemen 

for an R&R, stopping to plant a road-side bomb, and then rolling on, is guaranteed a surface-to-

surface laser-guided ticket. 

Load cases of bottled water, freeze-dried everything, and microwaves, with delicious ready-to-

eat meals bought off the supermarket shelf. 

Every mission critical democracy truck flown over should have a digital camcorder and laptops 

with wireless Internet access, so we can see what is up with our volunteers. Every camper top 

needs tow missile brackets, so over night trained civilian gunners can park their tails on the spare 

tires to fire. Every quad cab needs 50 caliber machine gun brackets on their roof, so in case the 

need arises, whoever rides shotgun on the border can ride standing upright in the sunroof, and 

stinger a crossing suicide bomber, besides all of the foreign interlopers going home on leave who 

need to be stopped dead in their tracks. 

We should be getting our quad cabs ready for off road desert duty immediately! The army 

pipeline for bureaucracies’ armored vehicles is 18 months. Our Scorpion Brigades could get their 

iron plating and be readied for emergency service within the next 48 hours! 

The president should speak to the nation and order it. Our C5-A Constellations should fly from 

airport to airport, loading up trucks with crews, bumper to bumper, the next tailgate party on the 

desert floor. Bush’s refusal to do so is one more major reason to throw his butt out early! We 

cannot allow president Bush to sacrifice more of our precious kids in a guerrilla fight that will 

not finish, which is guaranteed, absent these above described, retrofitted off road trucks in the 

mix. 

The genuine threat of impeachment could motivate his wife to read her wimp the riot act. Bush 

must surely realize the more of our troops are wounded or killed, the less the likelihood for 

republicans holding office, proven by the mid-term elections of 2006. When this was originally 



written down, before FBI knocked on my door, my email to newspaper editors in hand, 

Americans killed in Iraq numbered 650 and counting. 4000 were reported as wounded, politic-

speak for body parts sheared off, with a total 13,000 casualties. What constitutes a casualty? 

Ten thousand trucks, four civilian ambassadors in each, is the minima required to establish a 

foundation for Iraqi democracy. 

Besides visiting every country hamlet and town, to make friends, assess needs and begin a grass 

roots, people to people Marshall Plan; in groups of forty, with cells and CB radios, our Scorpion 

Brigades will seal, in and out, all of Iraq’s borders, guarding the oil pipe lines while watching the 

major highways and byways, in quartets or pairs, parked off-road a few miles apart, their CB’s 

and cop-car radar guns, powered to mark insurgent vehicles that pull off road to leave makeshift 

bombs, along with their human detonator, left back to click the remote trigger from behind the 

nearest berm. 

Our spotters can CB down the two-lane which car needs disabling, etc., then proceed to take out 

the detonator left behind to blow us up. The Scorpion Brigades on guard will nail each and every 

insurgent they encounter, enabling us to secure the country at large. 

The Scorpion Brigades, ten thousand trucks strong, will own every checkpoint, solving that 

issue. The Jihad insurgency pays its own way, smuggling oil the insurgents cash out in Syria and 

Jordan. We will ‘ticket’ all those tankers long before they roll up to the Iraqi border. 

Insurgency is a full time occupation. But insurgents have to eat. When we own the length of all 

the borders with our Scorpion Brigades, the continuous feed of fresh terrorists from around the 

Middle East will be canceled, as will their means of finance, which are smuggled goods. 

10,000 quad cabs, four people strong in each, ought to be enough to control all of the Iraqi 

borders, visit every hamlet, and truly own the roads that roll into the Baathist and al Qaeda 

controlled districts. 

We want the Iraqi parents to let us bring back 50 thousand of their kids to America with us, to 

live in America and go to our schools, for a couple years anyway, so the kids are safe from 

flaring violence, there, and learning democracy here. This kid exchange, for the Iraqis, goes with 

Congress also awarding Iraq favored nation status, so our quad cab ambassadors can make ready 

deals with every farmer in every village we visit for all their figs, nuts and dates, packed on the 

spot for export, in exchange for American cash on the barrelhead. 

I seek the nomination of both political parties, so we present to the world a united face, the first 

step toward my coming achievement that will suffice as world peace, beginning with a peaceful 

night, when all the world’s peoples will be doing the same thing at the same time: watching 

my whirled wide television. I promise in advance, to spout, in every line a delicate sensible, 

‘mull tie ling well’ rhyme, so all on the good ship mother earth feel they are participants. 



Regardless your political party affiliation, my Iraq Exit Strategy is the only viable way for us to 

set the stage, for drawing down our troops to get out of Iraq without a debacle. Unless we seal 

that country’s borders first, when the date certain becomes known, and we begin to pull out, 

every insurgency group in all the surrounding countries will send Jihadi to bag themselves an 

American, our kids body bagged, and beheaded, devoid of their bodies, their heads like melons 

lined on the roadside to the airport. Hell will have broken loose. We cannot allow it. 

Nor can we wait until I take the oath of our highest office. The above, my strategic way out, will 

dumpster the Bush idea of ‘privatizing their oil, and dumpster Bush, leaving the oil rich Iraqis in 

charge of both their oil and their country. With 25 thousands of their innocent children going to 

our schools in America, Iraq will indeed become a very firm American ally, a bastion of 

democracy, a model for the Iranian and Syrian children to follow.” 

I have not addressed the 2001 alteration to the access statute because WETA is 

airing a political debate February 11, which IPTV is airing so the door is open to 

political speech access requests. 

Michael S Levinson / 8601 9th St N # 9 / St Petersburg, FL33702  

727-873-7102   ( Cell ) 727-272-3192. 

 


